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BOOK REVIEWS
MIDWIFERY

By TEN TEACHERS. Edited by CLIFFORD WHITE,
Seventh Edition. Pp. 545, with 232 illustrations
and four plates. Edward Arnold, London,
1942. Price i8s.

The seventh edition of this standard textbook
since its first publication in I917 appears in battle
dress. The size and weight of the volume are con-
siderably less than that of its predecessors, while
margins have been reduced in order to save precious
space. The result is that, excluding the index, it
now comprises 545 pages as against 655 in I938,
while the illustrations have been reduced by 30
and now number 232.
A list of the original Ten Teachers who compiled

the first edition is given, and it raises regrets at the
rapid flight of time which has removed so many of
them from active practice while at least one, Russell
Andrews, has recently died; but the evergreen Sir
Comyns Berkeley, who seems to possess the secret
of eternal youth, is still to the fore, and the direction
of the volume is in the capable hands of Mr. Clifford
White.
The subject-matter has been rearranged with

benefit, so that pregnancy, labour and the puer-
perium are dealt with consecutively; this gives the
reader an early appreciation of the whole process
of reproduction, and is much to be preferred to the
previous arrangement when the subject of pregnancy
was followed by a lengthy account of the compli-
cations of that state before the reader approached
the matter of labour.
The various aspects of the subject of Obstetrics

are well and tersely discussed, and in general it
may be said thiat the descriptions of the various
diagnostic and therapeutic measures are in accord
with present-day accepted British conservative
teaching. In the management of the occipito-
posterior case, however, it is still advised that
the presenting head and the anterior shoulder
should be simultaneously rotated in spite of the
fact that this may well be a difficult and uncertain
manipulation; surely it is quicker and simpler to
rotate the anterior shoulder alone from below.
When this is done the head and body follow of their
own accord and remain in the new position. Again,
it is advised that rotation should be carried out
with the patient in the lithotomy position, although
the illustration shows her in the left lateral position.

There is an excellent account of vomiting in
pregnancy in which proper stress is laid on the
introspective factor, both in causation and in
treatment; while in toxic hyperemesis the import-
ance of immediate termination of the pregnancy
once the diagnosis is made is rightly emphasised.
In discussing toxawmias inpregnancy little attention
is given to the numerous theories of origin; this
is perhaps just as well in a book of this scope, as
none of the theories so far propounded completely
account for this complex and baffling condition.
The unsatisfactory subject of prolapse of the um-
bilical cord is well described, but it is not sufficiently
stressed that in presentation of the cord Caesarean
section is the only treatment that should be advised.
Again, the vexed matter of secondary inertia or
uterine exhaustion is rather confused, but most
text-books appear to become confused on this
subj ect.

Space does not permit Qf a more detailed review
of the many excellent and also debatable points
in this book, but throughout the work there is rather
an impersonal atmosphere which is perhaps un-
avoidable on account of the multiple authorship
when the personality of an individual author is
not likely to emerge. In the preface to the first
edition it is stated that the book is essentially fcr
those preparing for the final examination, and the
appearance of a seventh edition shows that it has
proved a sound and reliable guide in this wav for
the last twenty-five years. It can still be recom-
mended with confidence for this purpose, and we
wish it many more editions.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE AND
TOXICOLOGY

By JOHN GLAISTER, M.D., D.Sc. 7th Edition.
E. & S. Livingstone, Edinburgh. I942. Price
28s. net.
This edition, the seventh by sequence, of the

well-known textbook of the late Professor John
Glaister (first issued in I902 and then combined
with Public Health) is presented by his son of the
same name and his successor in the Professorship.
It "has been completely recast and almost entirely
rewritten . . . small type has been eliminated . . .

relevant legislation has been brought up to date
. . and most of the illustrative cases cited are

fresh. "
The result is a most up-to-date and authoritative

volume, excellently and numerously illustrated, in
which all parts of these expanding subjects are
fully dealt with in a direct and explicit fashion.
There are also specialist contributions on Food
Poisoning, Stings and Bites, Identification of
Maggots, Ethyl Alcohol and its determination in
body fluids and tissues, Arsenic estimation, and
the Procedure in relation to Death following Air
Raids. There is also a first-hand account of the
Ruxton case, extending over ten pages. There
is a good index.

TEXT-BOOK OF SURGICAL TREATMENT,
INCLUDING OPERATIVE SURGERY

Edited by C. F. W. ILLINGWORTH, M.B., Ch.M.,
F.R.S.C.E.; compiled by eighteen contributors.
Royal 8vo, 528 pp., I44 illustrations. E. & S.
Livingstone, Edinburgh, I943. Price 28s.

This is a new work and represents the teaching
of the Edinburgh and Glasgow Schools of Medicine.
It shows a new approach to surgery dealing with
treatment, including operation as distinct from
treatment by operation. It is a book designed for
the use of "senior students and those undergoing
training in surgery." The various chapters are
contributed by leading Scottish surgeons of the
Edinburgh and Glasgow Schools.
One is immediately struck by the width of view

of surgery in Scotland, where general surgery still
flourishes. This is exemplified by the scope of the
articles which certain individual surgeons contribute
to the book; for instance, one contributor deals with
surgery of the autonomic nervous system, disease
of bones, joints, the upper extremities, hip, knee,
and affections of the thyroid, and deals with them
in an extremely lucid and practical fashion. In a
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